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the meaning of accompany is to go with as an associate or companion how to use accompany in a sentence
accompany is typically used as a verb in a sentence it means to go somewhere with someone or to be
present or occur with something else here are some examples i will accompany you to the store the music
was accompanied by a light show the dish is best accompanied by a glass of red wine to go with someone or
to exist at the same time as something students cannot leave the building during class hours unless they are
accompanied by an adult music in music to accompany is to play an instrument in support of someone who
is playing an instrument or singing are you confused about whether to use the word accompany or
accompanying in your writing you re not alone these two words are often used interchangeably but there
are some important differences between them that you should be aware of to go with someone or to exist at
the same time as something students cannot leave the building during class hours unless they are
accompanied by an adult music in music to accompany is to play an instrument in support of someone who
is playing an instrument or singing how to use accompany in a sentence accompany verb definition of
accompany synonyms for accompany she will accompany me to the store ten adults accompanied the class
on their field trip he will be accompanying her on the piano a delicious sauce accompanied the grilled fish
children under 17 must be accompanied by an adult to see this movie 1 subject to accompany someone is a
sign of friendship to accompany someone serves as the subject of the sentence infinitive phrase subject verb
is noun phrase a sign of friendship 2 object she wants me to accompany her on the trip me to accompany
her on the trip is the object of the verb wants accompany somebody at on something to play a musical
instrument especially a piano while somebody else sings or plays the main tune the singer was
accompanied on the piano by her sister accompany in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge
dictionary examples of accompany these examples are from corpora and from sources on the web any
opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the cambridge dictionary editors or of cambridge
university press or its licensors əˈkʌmp ə ni əˈkʌmpəni ipa guide other forms accompanied accompanying
accompanies the verb accompany means to keep someone company or to be their companion on a trip or
journey in a musical sense accompany means to play background music for the lead singer or soloist 1 to go
somewhere with someone to be a companion for someone she will accompany me to the store ten adults
accompanied the class on their field trip children under 17 must be accompanied by an adult to see this
movie 2 a to go together with something to be included with something a delicious sauce accompanied the
grilled fish verb as in go or be with something compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches
attend escort follow guide lead strong matches chaperon conduct consort convoy date dog draft drag guard
shadow spook squire tailgate usher weak matches associate with come along go along hang around with
hang out keep company when it comes to using the words accompany and acompany people often make
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the mistake of using them interchangeably however these two words have different meanings and using
them incorrectly can lead to confusion and miscommunication to use accompany in a sentence start by
identifying a main action or event that you want to describe and then find a suitable secondary action or
entity that goes along with it the beautiful music was accompanied by a stunning light show she asked her
friend to accompany her to the party learn how to use accompany in a sentence with 400 example
sentences on yourdictionary to accompany breakfast or lunch there s hibiscus lavender tea or locally roasted
bumper crop coffee the new line will accompany an already existing collection of apparel and accessories
by authentic brands group a accompany to how to use accompany to in a sentence examples translator
phrasebook open in new these sentences come from external sources and may not be accurate bab la is not
responsible for their content english to accompany a friend volume up more vert english to accompany sb
volume up more vert if i wanted to talk about something that i did often i d use this version i used to
accompany my friend when she went shopping or i used to accompany my friend on shopping trips none
of the versions that use to shopping sound normal to me used to is a phrase that can mean accustomed or
habituated to or refers to something from the past that is no longer true use to and used to are also
frequently used in english grammar as modal verb phrases here s a tip want to make sure your writing
shines grammarly can check your spelling and save you from grammar and punctuation mistakes grammar
explanation used to infinitive and be get used to ing look similar but they have very different uses used to
we use used to infinitive to talk about a past situation that is no longer true it tells us that there was a
repeated action or state in the past which has now changed
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accompany definition meaning merriam webster May 13 2024 the meaning of accompany is to go with as
an associate or companion how to use accompany in a sentence
company vs accompany when to use each one what to consider Apr 12 2024 accompany is typically used as
a verb in a sentence it means to go somewhere with someone or to be present or occur with something else
here are some examples i will accompany you to the store the music was accompanied by a light show the
dish is best accompanied by a glass of red wine
accompany english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 11 2024 to go with someone or to exist at the same
time as something students cannot leave the building during class hours unless they are accompanied by an
adult music in music to accompany is to play an instrument in support of someone who is playing an
instrument or singing
accompany vs accompanying deciding between similar terms Feb 10 2024 are you confused about whether
to use the word accompany or accompanying in your writing you re not alone these two words are often
used interchangeably but there are some important differences between them that you should be aware of
accompany definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 09 2024 to go with someone or to exist at the
same time as something students cannot leave the building during class hours unless they are accompanied
by an adult music in music to accompany is to play an instrument in support of someone who is playing an
instrument or singing
examples of accompany in a sentence merriam webster Dec 08 2023 how to use accompany in a sentence
accompany verb definition of accompany synonyms for accompany she will accompany me to the store ten
adults accompanied the class on their field trip he will be accompanying her on the piano a delicious sauce
accompanied the grilled fish children under 17 must be accompanied by an adult to see this movie
to accompany vs accompanying examples usage grammar Nov 07 2023 1 subject to accompany someone is a
sign of friendship to accompany someone serves as the subject of the sentence infinitive phrase subject verb
is noun phrase a sign of friendship 2 object she wants me to accompany her on the trip me to accompany
her on the trip is the object of the verb wants
accompany verb definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 06 2023 accompany somebody at on something to
play a musical instrument especially a piano while somebody else sings or plays the main tune the singer
was accompanied on the piano by her sister
accompany in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge Sep 05 2023 accompany in a sentence sentence
examples by cambridge dictionary examples of accompany these examples are from corpora and from
sources on the web any opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the cambridge dictionary
editors or of cambridge university press or its licensors
accompany definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 04 2023 əˈkʌmp ə ni əˈkʌmpəni ipa guide
other forms accompanied accompanying accompanies the verb accompany means to keep someone company
or to be their companion on a trip or journey in a musical sense accompany means to play background
music for the lead singer or soloist
accompany definition meaning britannica dictionary Jul 03 2023 1 to go somewhere with someone to be a
companion for someone she will accompany me to the store ten adults accompanied the class on their field
trip children under 17 must be accompanied by an adult to see this movie 2 a to go together with
something to be included with something a delicious sauce accompanied the grilled fish
64 synonyms antonyms for accompany thesaurus com Jun 02 2023 verb as in go or be with something
compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches attend escort follow guide lead strong matches
chaperon conduct consort convoy date dog draft drag guard shadow spook squire tailgate usher weak
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matches associate with come along go along hang around with hang out keep company
accompany vs acompany meaning and differences May 01 2023 when it comes to using the words
accompany and acompany people often make the mistake of using them interchangeably however these
two words have different meanings and using them incorrectly can lead to confusion and
miscommunication
accompany in a sentence examples 21 ways to use accompany Mar 31 2023 to use accompany in a sentence
start by identifying a main action or event that you want to describe and then find a suitable secondary
action or entity that goes along with it the beautiful music was accompanied by a stunning light show she
asked her friend to accompany her to the party
examples of accompany in a sentence yourdictionary com Feb 27 2023 learn how to use accompany in a
sentence with 400 example sentences on yourdictionary
how to use accompany in a sentence wordhippo Jan 29 2023 to accompany breakfast or lunch there s
hibiscus lavender tea or locally roasted bumper crop coffee the new line will accompany an already
existing collection of apparel and accessories by authentic brands group
how to use accompany to in a sentence bab la Dec 28 2022 a accompany to how to use accompany to in a
sentence examples translator phrasebook open in new these sentences come from external sources and may
not be accurate bab la is not responsible for their content english to accompany a friend volume up more
vert english to accompany sb volume up more vert
accompany to for on wordreference forums Nov 26 2022 if i wanted to talk about something that i did often
i d use this version i used to accompany my friend when she went shopping or i used to accompany my
friend on shopping trips none of the versions that use to shopping sound normal to me
is it used to or use to how to use both grammarly Oct 26 2022 used to is a phrase that can mean accustomed
or habituated to or refers to something from the past that is no longer true use to and used to are also
frequently used in english grammar as modal verb phrases here s a tip want to make sure your writing
shines grammarly can check your spelling and save you from grammar and punctuation mistakes
different uses of used to learnenglish british council Sep 24 2022 grammar explanation used to infinitive
and be get used to ing look similar but they have very different uses used to we use used to infinitive to
talk about a past situation that is no longer true it tells us that there was a repeated action or state in the past
which has now changed
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